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57. On Irreducible Representations of the Lorentz Group
of n.th Order
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Department of Mathematics, University of Kyoto

(Comm. by K. KNVG, M.J.)., June 12, 1962)

Let L be the Lorentz group of n-th order, i.e. the connected
component of the identity element of the group of all homogeneous
linear transformations in the real n-dimensional vector space which

Xleave the quadratic form x+x+ + ,_ x, invariant.
The formulas for infinitesimal operators of the irreducible re-

presentations of L, were indicated in the paper 1. In the present
paper we classify irreducible representations of L and distinguish
unitary ones by the results obtained in 1. We consider also two-
valued representations. Moreover it is not difficult to distinguish
irreducible representations which leave Hermitian forms invariant
and to investigate these Hermitian forms.

The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professor H. Yoshizawa
who has encouraged him with kind discussions.

1. Preliminaries. We use same definitions and notations as
in 1. We consider the irreducible representations {T,H} which
are differentiable and satisfy the assumption (U). These are deter-
mined by their (n--1)-infinitesimal operators A,, A,,..., A,_,,_.
and B-- B,_ corresponding to the one-parameter subgroups g.,(t),
g,.(t),..., g_,_.(t) and g_(t) respectively. The subgroups g,_(t)
(2_< i_n- 1) generate a maximal compact subgroup U (rotation
group in the space x.--0) and the operators A,_,(2_i_n--1) deter-
mine the representation of U which is induced from {Tq, H}. This
representation of U can be decomposed into irreducible components.
The operator B is determined by a row of [n/2]--1 integers
a-(n,, n.,..., n,/._) and a complex number c.

It is easy to see that an irreducible representation of L is
characterized by parameters (a; c) in the operator B and a set of
irreducible representations fl of U which is contained in the induced
representation. To every generic value (a; c) of parameters there
corresponds one irreducible representation of L, and in exceptional
cases two or three ones. It may be of some interest to discuss this
correspondence. In these arguments it is sufficient to consider only
one operator B.

2. Classification of irreducible representations. There are
remarkable differences aeeording to the parity of n.
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I. The case when n is odd: n-2k+l(k=l, 2,-.-).
The parameter --(n, n,..., n_) is a row of (k--i)integers

satisfying
O<_n<_n.<_ ..’<_n_l. 1 )

From the formula for the operator B((13) and (15)in [1), it is
seen that (a; c) and (a;-c) determine the same operator B. There-
fore it is sufficient to consider only those complex numbers c whose
real parts are non-negative.

Irreducible representations are divided into four classes.

1) Representations (,, where the number c is not a half
integer or is one of half integers l, l,..., l_.

The parameters of B corresponding to (;c are a-(n,n,...,n_)
and c. (; contains the irreducible representations -(m_,,
m_,, ,m_,) of U satisfying the following condition with
multiplicity 1"
[m_,[nm_,n. .m_,_n_m_,<+. (2)
The parameter a can be considered as the parameter of irredu-

cible representations of the subgroup F of U which is generated
by g,,,_(t) (2gign--2) (rotation group in the space x_--x=0).

Then the inequality (2) means that the representation fl contains
the representation a (see 2). Consequently a given representation fl
of U is contained in ; ) as often as the representation a of F
is contained in fl (it is known that a is contained in at most once).

2) Finite dimensional representations, where z=(n, n,..., n)
is a row of integers satisfying the condition

Onn...n. (3)
The corresponding parameters are a=(n,n,...,n_) and

c-n+k--1/2 (a half integer larger than l_’cl_). , contains
the representations for which

]m_l, nm_,. n_m_,n. (4)
3) Representations D;)(j=l, 2,...,k--1), where n_<n for

a and p is an integer satisfying n_gpn (put n0-0 for brevity).
The corresponding parameters are a=(n, n,..., n_) and

c=p+j--1/2 (a half integer between l_ and l’l_cl). D,;)
contains the representations fl for which

m_, ] n m_, n n_m_, p<nm_, .+
4) Representations D,;,) and D,;), where n,0 for a and p

is an integer satisfying 0<p<n,.
The corresponding parameters are a and c=p--1/2 (a half integer

smaller than l,’c<l,). D;) contains fl for which

and DS; ) contains fl for which
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Pg--m2k_l,l gnl_m2k_l,gn_ _mk_,<+. (6’)
The representations enumerated above are all inequivalent each

other except ,; c) and (,;_) in the case 1). They are irreducible and
satisfy the assumption (U). They exhaust the irreducible represen-
tations with infinitesimal operators of the type indicated in [1.

II. The case when n is even: n--2k+2(k--l,2,...).
The parmeter a--(n, n,..., n) is a row of integers satisfying

n[gngng n. (7)
From the formula for the operator B ((17) and (19) in 1), it

is clear that the parameters (n, n,..., n; c) and (--n, n,..., n; -c)
determine the same operator B. Therefore it is sufficient to consider
only those numbers c whose real parts are non-negative. The argu-
ments are quite analogous with the case I.

Irreducible representations are divided into three classes.
1) Representations (,;), where the number c is not equal to

an integer which is equal to one of l, l,..., l or smaller than l.
The parameters of B corresponding to (,; ) are a=(n, n,. ., n)

and c. It contains the representation fl--(m,, m, ,..., m,) of Un
for which

n m,nm,n...nm,+. 8
2) Finite dimensional representations , where z--(n, n,...,

n+) is a row of (k+l) integers satisfying the condition
n]gnng...n+. (9)

The corresponding parameters are a-(n, n,..., n) and
+k (an integer larger than l’cl). contains fl for which

n]m, nm,... n m, n+. (10)
3) Representations D,; )(j-- 1, 2,..., k--l), where nn+

and p is an integer satisfying ngpn+.
The corresponding parameters are -(n, n,..., n) and c-p+j

(an integer between l and l+"lcl+). D,; ) contains fl for which
n[ gm,gng. gnm,gpn+gm,+g.

gngm,+. (11)
The representations enumerated above are all inequivalent except

(,,,,...;) and (_,,,...,;_) in the case 1). There hold the anal-
ogous facts mentioned at the end of the case I.. Unitar representations. A representation is unitary if and
only if its operator B is Hermitian.

I. n-2k+l. There exist five classes of irreducible unitary
representations.

i) ,;), where i-1 and p is a real number.
ii) ,;), where n_-0n for some j(lgjgk--1) in a and

Oajl/2.
iii) D,;0), where n_--On. These are the representations
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the class 3) for which p--0.
iv) Dc+;, and D-; .
v) Identity representation (R),0, where /0 is the row for which

all n.--0.
II. n-2k+2. There exist four classes of irreducible unitary

representations.
i) ; ,,, where p is a real number.

ii) ;, where n=0n/ for some j (l_j_k--1) in a and
0<<j.

iii) D.; 0, where n-0<n+. These are he representations of
he class 8) for which p=0.

iv) Identity representation (R),0.
For n=3, and 4, some of he elasses lised in 2 and 3 do no

appear. For n=5, he situation become general and all classes really
exist.

4. Two.valued representations. If we eonsider he representa-
tions of groups locally isomorphic wih L,, here appear wo-valued
representations of L,. The formulas for he operators A., A,,.,...,
A,_,,_ and B in 1 are valid for two-valued representations, bu
the numbers m,y and ny are all half integers.

We menion briefly the classification of two-valued representa-
tions. The arguments are quite analogous in the ease of single-valued
representations and the description in 2 is valid withou changes of
notations and inequalities if m,. and n are substituted by half
integers.

We deseribe he results more exaetly.
I. When n is odd: n=2kq-1. The representations are divided

into four classes as follows.
1’) Representations .; , where the number e is not equal to

an integer or is one of integers l, l.,..., l_.
The corresponding parameters are a and e. .; eontains he

representations /3 whieh satisfy he inequality similar to (2).
2’) Finite dimensional representations (R).
8’) Representations D.;,,(j--l, 2,...,k--1), where /9 is a half

integer satisfying n_ _< p< n.
4’) Representations D;, and D;.
II. When n is even: n=2k+2, the representations are divided

into three classes.
1’) ,(, ; 2’) (R),; 3’) D,; (j-l, 2,..., k--l).

Here l i.s a half integer and p is an integer.
If we consider irreducible unitary representations, some differences

are found as for the results in 3.
I. n=2k+l. There exist only two classes of irreducible unitary
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representations.
i’) Representations c;,), where i=/1 and p is real number.

iv’) Representations D.;) and D-.;,).
II. n=2k+2. In this case there exists only one class.
i’) Representations c;,), where p is a real number.
We shall discuss explicite construction of these representations

on another occasion (for the case n--5, see [3_).
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